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Books


Journal Articles


Burghardt, G. M. A supplementary note on the feeding behavior of the lizard *Anolis carolinensis*. *Psychonomic Science* 1971, 23 (1A), 49.


**Technical Reports**


**Book Chapters**


Burghardt, G. M. Environmental enrichment or controlled deprivation? In The well-being of animals in zoo and aquarium sponsored research (G. M. Burghardt, J. T. Bielitzki, J. R. Boyce, & D. O. Schaefer, eds.). Scientists Center for Animal Welfare, Greenbelt, MD, 1996, 91-101


Semi-Popular Articles/Chapters


Society Newsletters (unreviewed)


Burghardt, G. M. A message from Division 6 President Gordon Burghardt. The Behavioral Neuroscientist and Comparative Psychologist. 2010, 25(2), 1-5.

Burghardt, G. M. A message from Division 6 President Gordon Burghardt. The Behavioral Neuroscientist and Comparative Psychologist. 2011, 26(1), 1-5.

Films and Videotapes

Burghardt, G. M. Chemical cues in feeding behavior of newborn garter snakes. American Zoologist, 1966, 6, 536. 16 mm B&W film (6 min.).


Burghardt, G. M. & Bock, B. B. Iguanas: Living Like Dinosaurs? (advisor and script; based on our original research findings). BBC Wildlife on One video, 2002, 28 min. (Winner, Panda award in editor's category and nominated in the innovation category, Wildscreen International Wildlife Film 2002 Festival; Finalist (top 3) in 2002 Animal Behavior Society professional film competition; Grand Prix (Best of Festival Prize) and the Prize for Best Editing in 2003 Festival International du Film Animalier, Albert, France; 26th International Wildlife Film Festival - Missoula, MT (2003): Best of Festival, Best Photography, Best of Category - 1st Place - Television Program. Merit Award for Editing, Merit Award for Sound Design, Merit Award for Cinematography.

Letters on Technical Issues

Burghardt, G. M. Snake eggs. (Reply to C. Grant). Science 1971, 172, 792.


**Book Reviews**


